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Introduction:
As coaches we like to impose our personality and style on a team, for years this has
been the art of coaching. The majority of high level teams today have an array of
coaches for every aspect of the game. The coaches follow a path, predetermined by
the head coach, of how he would like the team to play. Is this as a result of simply
following trends or is this a result of studying the cattle available? Or is it the pre-set
ideas that the head coach determines in the off season; ‘
this is the way I want this
team to play next year’
. The style could be built into the traditions of the Club in that
any coach wishing to step outside this tradition would not be entertained.
Is a coach going to get the best out of a team if he has a script instructing them what
to do in every aspect of the game? Yes if your team is made up of robots who’
s only
challenge is to learn a play book off by heart.
Decision makers play a key role in any team, are we talking decision makers or
scholars who can remember the prescribed move in each situation? Are we as
coaches providing the decision makers with an array of options for different
circumstances? Was that decision maker involved in forming those options?
This style of coaching for the purpose of this paper I have labelled the Autocratic
Method. Players often feel comfortable in this style as they don’
t have to think prior
to or during training and they are not accountable for their actions, providing they
have followed their player-book instructions. This method of coaching disempowers
athletes, taking away their involvement beyond actually playing.

Empowerment Coaching:
The alternate method to the autocratic, is Empowerment Coaching, empowering
your athletes to be involved in the planning process and making them accountable
for their actions.
Definitions:
“Helping people to help themselves”or “Leading people to learn to lead
themselves”.
“empowerment is a consequence of a style of management, and not an
action. This means that you cannot get empowerment by forcing it, but
by creating the conditions for empowerment to flourish.”
An empowerment approach is ideal for sports teams as it gives athletes control and
choice, it enables them to make decisions while competing and it brings back the
‘
fun’
of participating in sport because athletes have greater internal motivation.
Wayne Smith, the current All Blacks assistant coach, is a great advocate to
empowerment coaching. During his stint coaching Northampton in the English
premiership, whilst in a pre season camp, Wayne facilitated a four hour session
which involved planning for every aspect of the game. The squad workshopped
possible moves from each situation using their own previous knowledge (bearing in
mind there were 14 internationals in the squad) and then went through each option
with the whole group looking at their pro’
s and cons. Each move was then listed in
an order of merit, a name was then discussed and decided upon for the move with
the whole group. The moves developed on that day were then adopted for that
season, with every one of the squad members knowing what options was to be used,
where and why.
It transpired that Wayne already had his prescribed moves prior to the session, and
not many changed as a result of the session, however the exercise did gain the buy-in
and ownership of the entire team.

Practical Application:
Conscious that most teams do not have four hours to spare in order to achieve the
above, or the commitment or concentration of athletes, here is an exercise that I
carried out with some success in its first year.
Using the schedule for the Captain’
s run as a framework, the following situations
were proposed to the squad. It was then discussed which was the first choice option
for each play:
Restarts:
ß

Kick off - Normal –Kick and receipt

ß

Kick off –Split –Kick and receipt

ß

22 Drop Out –Kick and receipt

Lineouts
ß

Defensive, 5 Meters from our Line –Left and Right

ß

Safety, in our safety zone –Left and Right

ß

Possession options in the possession zone –left and right

ß

Attack options in the attack zone –left and right

Scrums:
ß

Safety zone –Left, right and center

ß

Possession zone –Left, right and center

ß

Attack zone –Left, right and center

The whole squad were assembled and debated the best option for each situation, the
following chart was used:
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Once the best option from each situation were decided upon, they could be
programmed in to the Captain’
s Run. Prior to conducting the Captain’
s Run the
coloured cones were placed out in their relevant position and the team were walked

through. On each occasion we came across a cone, a different member of the squad
was asked what the first option would be from that situation. The team would then
analyse the decision, this ensuring everyone had a full understanding.
The run sheet devised for the Captain’
s Run:

Captains Run
Game Element

Time

Warm Up
Numbers Ball- Fwds v Backs
Dynamic Stretch

1730-1940

No.1 Option

Cone

Kick Off –Receive
Run 2 Phases

1740-1742

Scrum
Points Zone –R Side + 3 Phases

1742-1745

Diamond

Blue

Lineout
L/H Side, 5 meters out

1745-1748

England

Green

Lineout
R/H Side, 5 meters out

1748-1750

2 Man

Green

22 Dropout
Receive + 2 Phases

1750-1752

Skinny

1752-1755

Zin zan

Blue

1755-1800

Defence

Green

1800-1805

Coaches Talk through any
problems

1805-1807

As above

1807-1810

Strike 2

Green

1810-1812

Tank

Blue

1812-1815

Red Fish

Green

1815-1817
1820

Split
Coaches Comments

Green

Scrum
Points Zone –L/H Side + 3 Phases
Lineout
Defensive 10 m Out + 1 Phase
Half Time
Kick Off –Receive
Run 2 Phases
Lineout
Points Zone L Side + 3 Phases
Scrum
Mid Field + 2 Phases
Lineout
L/H Side Possession zone
Lineout
R/H Side Possession Zone
Full Time

Shallow around 15 –Runner
Blind
Shallow Around 5 –Runner off
5/8
Deep –Kick safe

Developing Decision Makers:
The above method is great for empowering athletes to have an active role in
determining the way the team is going to play. The question remains; how do we
coach these athletes to make decisions under pressure?
A method developed at Loughborough University in England in the early 1980’
s was
‘
Teaching Games For Understanding’(TGFU). The method requires the coach to
move from one game to another using a progressive, purposeful activity that meets
the needs of the athletes’learning about the actual game they play. This model
breaks away from the traditional approach of isolated skill practice, where athletes
learn skills of the game separate from the actual game itself. This approach to
coaching was adopted in Australia as ‘
Game Sense’
Coaching.
Game Sense is a logical way to create tactical understanding and awareness, getting
players making the right decisions in various situations. The ‘
game’
in Game Sense is
the key to designing training sessions. Take a drill, then try to think about how you
can change the rules, the size of the field, the time limit, the scoring system, etc; to
achieve what you want to get out of it. Try to give the players the framework so that
they can design their own drills.
The biggest advantage to a Game Sense approach (opposed activities/games) is that
it develops tactical awareness. You put the players in real game situations with
similar pressures and you require them to choose the right options. It also ensures
that they have the skills to make the right tactical decisions.
This approach should be supplemented with a series of open questions such as; what
did you do differently that time? What do you need to do differently to achieve the
goal? The correct answers to these questions will prove the individual has
understood the situation.
Empowering through questioning has other advantages along with increasing self awareness among players. Questioning also focuses athletes in their thinking and

thus their concentration remains consistently higher in training, which transfers well
to the game.
As part of the research into this paper I requested an up to date quote from Wayne
Smith, this was obtained on 18 August 2006, the day before the All Blacks took on
the Wallabies in the Tri Nations in Auckland.
“
Player empowerment pervades every area of our All Black campaign –not just
the coaching. We don’
t make many unilateral decisions regarding logistics,
planning or strategies. The players are involved at all levels of team decision
making. “
people will rise to a challenge if it is their challenge”
. They won’
t
necessarily rise to other peoples challenges.
With regard to coaching, we tend to use a questioning approach, which draws
descriptions from players to check their self awareness (such as “
what was it you
saw that told you to pass the ball?’
etc.). We also work hard on ensuring the players
own the responsibility for learning and for their performance. Observation is a key
part of this, as you don’
t need to be in their faces asking questions all the time. We
(coaches) also do an extra-ordinary amount of work studying our opponents to
ensure our knowledge is spot on. This allows us to run accurate simulations that
put players into situations they are likely to encounter against specific opponents,
plus answer questions accurately that the players may have of us.”
Many would argue that the recent success of the All Blacks is as a result of this style
of coaching. Anton Oliver made reference to the difference in the team dynamics in
his recent book ‘
Anton Oliver: inside’by Brian Turner “
when you take the field for
the AB today it seems that there are 14 captains on the field”
Conclusion:
Although an empowerment approach offers many advantages, it also brings
challenges to coaches who wish to make use of it. One challenge is that the approach
is very time consuming. It takes time for athletes to become accustomed to being
coached in a different way. It also takes time to develop athletes into thinking

athletes. This I have had first hand experience of while attempting to adopt the
approach over the last two seasons. I found that athletes who had a coaching interest
welcomed the concept with open arms, others had the opinion that “
You are the
coach, you tell us what we are doing wrong and what we have to do to put it right.”
Yet the long-term advantages ultimately override these challenges, as athletes begin
to make informed decisions, have fun and increase their self-esteem. There is no
better team than a happy team, in respect to playing, coaching and supporting.

